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ABSTRACT 

This report discusses the study of a modification in the 

structure of a boiler representative of the type used 

aboard nuclear-powered ships. The modification involves 

the relocation of the feed water injection point from the 

steam drum to the boiling region. On the basis of a simple 

mathematical model, the study is intended to be a first 

step in deciding the feasibility of this modification. 

The mathematical model is developed, and solutions of the 

system equations are compared with earlier work describing 

the original boiler configuration. YJithin the limitations 

of the model, the modification in boiler structure is seen 

to produce no essential alteration of system response to 

changes in steam flow. However, a substantial alteration 

is produced in system response to changes in feed water 

flow. This is in such a direction as to suggest that the 

modification may make possible an Improvement in boiler 

dynamics for control purposes, or at the very least, that 

no degradation of dynamics is produced. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work investigates the effect on dynamics of a proposed 

modification in the structure of a steam generator of the 

type used aboard nuclear-powered ships. Figure 1 shows the 

main details of construction. The source of heat for the 

steam generator is the coolant of a nuclear reactor. Low 

quality steam is generated in the boiling region. Water 

is removed from the steam-water mixture in the separator 

and returns to the boiling region via the downcomer. To 

make up for the loss of fluid from the system as steam, 

feed water is injected into the downcomer region. This 

feed water usually is preheated by equipment external to 

the boiler. These boilers are generally small, have high 

flow rates, and are subjected to very rapid changes in 

steam loads. 

Figure 2 is a functional representation of the system 

in which is seen a mass of fluid from the separator 

temporarily stored in the steam drum prior to returning, 

via the downcomer, to the boiling region. It is character¬ 

istic of steam generators, and especially those of this 

type, that a change in the rate of flow of steam produces 

an undesirable transient in the surface level of the fluid 

in the drum region. Figure 3 shows the form of the 

transient. The expected gradual change in level due to 

imbalance of mass flows i3 preceded by a sudden rise or 
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fall. Time T depends upon the size of the boiler and for 

different systems can range from a few seconds to a few 

minutes. The cause of this transient is well known: an 

increase in steam flow reduces the boiler pressure, 

promoting rapid formation of vapor throughout the saturated 

fluid in the boiling section and riser, slowing the flow 

rate of fluid in the downcomer, and raising the level of 

the fluid in the drum region. This effect is called 

"swell"* The inverse effect, called "shrink", follows a 

reduction of steam flow from the equilibrium value. It 

is desirable to control the amount of shrink and swell, 

especially in the latter case where dangerous priming of 
(1) 

the separator and steam line can occur. 

The modification in boiler design to be considered here 

consists in relocating the feed injection point close to 

the boiling region. The idea is that it may be possible 

to do away with the feedwater preheater external to the 

conventional boiler, and to utilize heat directly from the 

reactor coolant to bring the cold feed water near to 

saturation. An Immediate advantage of such an arrangement 

would be the reduction in size of the overall plant. An 

immediate objection is the possibility of intolerable 

thermal shock. We proceed on the basis that this objection 

can be put aside if the theoretical performance of the 

system warrants continued study of the modification. 
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The problems at hand are to devise a mathematical model of 

the new system configuration, and to use this model to get 

an idea of how the system would respond to changes in feed 

and steam flow. The basic question is not one of possible 

improvement in boiler dynamics. It is whether or not the 

change in design produces a change in dynamics such that 

the unit, in a practical sense, becomes uncontrollable, 

or more difficult to control. 

Probably the first concerted effort at describing boiler 
(2) 

dynamics was the work of Chien, virgin, .Ling, and Lee 

who in 1957 devised a model that describes the principal 

features of the behavior of conventionally-fired marine 

boilers. This work failed to include a factor that plays 

an important role in feedback control of water level: the 

propagation delay of feed water in traveling through the 

downcomer to the boiling region. This shortcoming was 
(3) 

circumvented by Estrada and Leeds who included this 

factor and showed explicitly the extent to which it 

contributed to destabilization of xrater level controls. 

The problem discussed here is an outgrowth of their work. 
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NOTATION 

C 
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h 
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h 
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Nr 
h 
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h i 
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P 
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F. 

F 
r 

F 
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F. W 
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Mp 

% 

% 

Mi 

M 2 

M 
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Heat capacity of primary fluid, Btu/lb/degF 

Enthalpy of feed water entering the system, Btu/lb 

Enthalpy of feed water leaving preheat region, Btu/lb 

Enthalpy of water entering boiling region, Btu/lb 

Enthalpy of saturated water in boiling region,Btu/lb 

Enthalpy of steam-water mixture leaving boiling 

region, Btu/lb 

Enthalpy of dry steam leaving the system, Btu/lb 

Enthalpy of water entering downcomer, Btu/lb 

Enthalpy of water leaving downcomer, Btu/lb 

Feed water flow rate, Ib/sec 

Downcomer flow rate, lb/sec 

Riser flow rate, lb/sec 

Steam flow rate, lb/sec 

Flov/ rate of water from separator to drum, lb/sec 

Primary fluid flow rate, lb/sec 

Sum of feed water and downcomer flow rate, lb/sec 

Mass of water in preheat region, lb 

Mass of water in mixing section, lb 

Mass of steam and water in boiling region, lb 

Mass of water in drum region, lb 

Mass of water in downcomer, lb 

Mass of primary fluid in preheat region, lb 

Mass of primary fluid in mixing region, lb 

Mass of primary fluid in boiling region, lb 
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ql 

q2 

T 
ci 

T 

X 

3 

& 

R. 

fp 
r* 

p 

p* 

(UA)1 

(UA)2 

<UM3 

Rate of heat transfer In preheat region, Btu/sec 

Rate of heat transfer in mixing region, Btu/sec 

Rate of heat transfer in boiling region, Btu/lb 

Temperature of primary fluid entering the system,degP 

Temperature of primary fluid at boundary of boiling 

and mixing regions, degF 

Temperature of primary fluid at boundary of mixing 

and preheat regions, degF 

Temperature of primary fluid leaving system, degF 

Time delay for mass transport in downcomer, sec 

Quality of steam leaving boiling region 

Average temperature of water in preheat region, degF 

Average temperature of water in mixing region, degF 

Temperature of saturated water in boiling region,degF 

Density of subcooled water, lb/ft
3 

Density of steam-\fater mixture in boiling region, 

lb/ft
3 

Density of steam-water mixture in riser, lb/ft
3 

Overall fluid density in boiling region, lb/ft
3 

Ratio of subcooled fluid volume to total fluid volume 

Density of steam, lb/ft^ 

Product of heat transfer coefficient and heat 

transfer area, Btu/sec/degF, preheat region 

As above, mixing region 

As above, boiling region 
3 

Volume of boiling region, ft 

Volume of riser, ft-^ 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 

The model is formulated by dividing the system into several 

regions. The nature of the system precludes precise location 

of the boundaries of these regions. Once equations are 

written for the dynamics of the regions, they are linearized 

and arranged to display deviation from steady state. This 

linearization is believed to be satisfactory for two 

reasons. First, the results obtained by Estrada and Leeds 

for the conventional boiler show substantially linear 

behavior in the sense that increased stimulus produces 

proportionately increased response, and it is anticipated 

that the modification will not alter the workings of the 

system in a way to upset this substantially linear behavior. 

Second, in the light of the assumptions employed, it is 

intended to examine the performance of the model for small 

deviations from steady state. In this case, linearized 

equations may be expected to give valid results. 

Equations are written under the following conditions; 

(1) Lumped-parameter representation of variables is 
(4) 

used. Enns has shown that for studying flow 

transients a lumped-parameter representation 

compares favorably with a distributed-parameter 

one. 

(2) Coefficients of heat transfer are regarded as 

constant. 
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(3) At any instant, pressure is taken as constant 

throughout the system. 

Figure 4 shows the representation of the system. The 

preheat region represents the heating of the incoming feed 

water. We assume that no boiling takes place and that there 

is no mass storage. The mixing region represents the mixing 

together of heated feed water and saturated downcomer water. 

Heat is added during the mixing process. The boiling region 

and the remainder of the boiler are as described by Estrada 

and Leeds, with the exception of changes required by the 

modification of the feed injection point. 

a. Preheat Region 

Figure 5 illustrates the transfer of heat from the reactor 

coolant to the region in which the incoming feed water is 

heated almost to saturation. 

Equations: 

= Rli Cp^Td.-TO—(h 

, C i(Tc+T«u^ - Top ^ 

^p d*. W ' % ^h v %1 (3) 

Equation 1 is a heat balance for the primary fluid; 

equation 2 describes the heat transfer between primary 

fluid and feed water; equation 3 is a heat balance for the 

feed water. 
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b. Mixing Region (Figure 6) 

Equations: 

-vTul') - &f> CTy-U -Tex') — ^2. 

^■•2 
=
 (T1 C~^VIC VTct^ —■T/.b'') 

~ + V** ^ ~ FKu> 

F - +■ 

(b') 

C7^ 

(4) 

Equation 4 is a heat balance for the primary fluid in this 

region; equation 5 gives the heat transfer from primary 

fluid to water, and equation 6 is a heat balance for the 

water. Equation 7 is a mass balance; there is no mass 

storage in this region. 

c. Boiling Region (Figure 7) 

This region is essentially the conventional boiler described 

by Estrada and Leeds. The following discussion outlines 

their model, with the few changes necessary to adapt it to 

the present case. 

Equations J 

Equations 8,9 and 10 describe heat balances and heat 

transfer for the primary fluid and the boiling region. 

It is to be noted that the enthalpy of the saturated water, 

h^, is taken as representative of the average enthalpy of 

the entire region. 

Ws (Tfc+Tvu>i = f»> C? CT* -Twi^ - 

- FWo 4-^5 o OCO OO) 
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05-i 

Equations 11 to 15 are intended to describe an overall fluid 

density for the boiling region. It is well known that 

changes in density have a profound effect upon transient 

changes in flow rates throughout the system. With h^ as 

the average enthalpy of the region, equation 11 describes 

the ratio of subcooled water volume to the total water-steam 

volume. This ratio is given, for lack of direct knowledge 

of the volumes, in terms of the fluid enthalpies which 

"bound'" these volumes. Equation 12 gives a density for 

the boiling steam-water mixture. It is obtained by assuming 

linear variation of quality from an arbitrary boundary at 

vrhich boiling is presumed to commence. Equation 13 

describes the overall boiling region density. Equation 14 

gives the density of the steam-water mixture in the riser, 

and is obtained from the steam and water specific volumes 

using the quality as a freighting factor. Equation 15 is 

a mass balance for the boiling region. This equation 

links the flow rates to the density changes. 
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Fphb = FaV)^ 4- fsVis Ok') 

— Q. + fk, = c-fc^sT. 0T> 

X = l=s /Fr> Of) 

Equation 16 is a heat balance and equation 17 is a mass 

balance for the separator. There Is neither heat transfer 

nov/ mass storage in this region. Equation 18 gives the 

riser quality. An important feature of this model is the 

assumption of constant mass flow in the riser. 

= FAuj -FA. 

^ = FCL-F* C£<?) 

Vu*C-0> = Vu (-t -T') 

T ~ CTiJl/f* 

Equations 19 to 22 describe heat and mass balances in the 

drum region, and the transport lag of the downcomer. 

These equations are now to be written for a specific system 

Of particular interest is the transient response of the 

water level in the drum region to changes in steam and feed 

flow. Equations 19 and 20 are written for water mass in 

the drum region, and there will be no provision made to 

obtain an explicit level equation. This is because a judge 

ment must be made in each case as to where the steam drum 

ends and the downcomer begins, no one geometry being 

representative. 
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SELECTION OF CONSTANTS 

Because boilers of the kind discussed here were developed 

for military use, there is little detailed design data 

available to the public* Parameters for the system under 

study were largely guessed-at, using as a broad guide the 

published characteristics of the steam generating equipment 
(5) 

of the Shippingport Pressurized Water Reactor system. 

At the outset, these parameters were selected 

parameter 

primary fluid pressure 

primary fluid heat capacity 

primary fluid inlet temperature 

steady state feed and steam flows 

flow rate of steam-water in riser 

steam-water mass in boiling section 

mass of water in drum region 

mass of water in downcomer 

boiler pressure 

mass of water in preheat region 

primary fluid mass in preheat regJ 

mass of water in mixing section 

enthalpy of feed water at inlet 

volume of boiling region 

volume of riser 

symbol value 

2000 psia 

°P 
1.2Btu/lb-degF 

Th 
600 degF 

rfF. 50 lb/sec 

F 
r 

400 lb/sec 

1000 lb 

% 300 lb 

Md 
400 lb 

600 psia 

M 200 lb 
P 

L 400 lb 

\ 400 lb 

M2 400 lb 

I M3 1000 lb 

hf 100 Btu/lb 

Vx 50 ft3 

Vr 10 ft3 
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Having selected a boiler pressure, and assuming that 

temperatures, pressures, enthalpies, and densities in the 

boiling region are always those for saturated water, it is 

possible to relate these quantities in a simple way. 
(6) 

Figure 8 shows steam table entries for saturation tempera¬ 

ture, pressure, fluid enthalpy, vapor density in the 

vicinity of 600 psia. 

From figure 8, we write: 

b-91 V>ui-V* ^7 

Ps * (.£4) 

We may regard fui as constant at 50 lb/ft^, and h as 
s 

constant at 1203 Btu/lb. 

In like manner, vie may relate temperature and enthalpy of 

the subcooled water in the preheater and mixing regions by 

reference to the tables for compressed liquid. Figure 9 

shows table entries at 600 psia. 

From figure 9, we write, for the preheat region: 

Top = hop 4 
and for the mixing region: 

Tic* =. 4- 37S. C2^ 

Some considerations influencing the selection of heat 

transfer coefficients and primary fluid flow are as follows: 

1- Ihe boiling section is to receive by far the 

greatest proportion of heat from the primary fluid. 

2- As a guide, the value of q^ should be at least 

sufficient to boil off 50 lb/sec of steam from 
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saturated water. At 600 psia, this requires 

732 Btu/lb/sec, or at least 36,600 Btu/sec. 

3- The total temperature drop in the primary fluid 

should he about 80 degF. 

Considering the steady state forms of equations 8 and 9 

we have s ( 

0=lX.fio(tOO Cg^ 

+^TVu-W) 

Trial and error calculations show that if (UA) = 500 
3 

Btu/sec/degF and if F = 585 lb/sec, then q, = 42,000 Btu/Bec 
W J? 

and 1^=? 540 deg F. These parameter values are acceptable 

in light of the considerations mentioned above. 

Utilizing equations 25 and 26 in the steady state forms of 

equations 1 through 6 and 10 and letting (UA) = ^(UA) 
J- z 3 

and (UA)2= ^(UA)^, we have: 

&='7fcC>CT<Li.--T<LN> “"%l ^ 

= ~sz\ «-S 

6 = St>( l&b-hbp') 4-^-1 (3S 

0 ■= Ibb ( ^6 -TU ^ CfV') 

= c> +■ jr -C>-?rfuo-TO ^ 

b = •S’ohbp -4-^-2. -406^ ON 

= 4-bbV>A6 4- — 4-DbV>b C\oS 
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In these equations, h = 472 Btu/lb and T =486 degF, values 
w S 

obtained from figure 8. Simultaneous solution of these 

seven equations gives the following steady state values: 

h 324 Btu/lb 
op 

h 466 Btu/lb 
io 
h 571 Btu/lb 

o 
q^ 11,200 Btu/sec 

qg 5620 Btu/Bee 

Tci 532 degF 

T 516 degF 
c 

These values indicate that the many arbitrarily selected 

system constants, perhaps individually out of proportion 

with established engineering practice, are together capable 

of producing satisfactory steady state performance of the 

model. In lieu of an actual boiler design, these should 

give a representative response, and should provide a clue 

to the amount of possible improvement or degradation of the 

dynamics. 
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SUMMARY OF SYSTEM EQUATIONS 

NOTE: The dot notation for d/dt is used during the remainder 

of the discussion. 

240Tel 4 24bTc. =noz(Tci.-Tc.) - 

= UZt-jTcL -V^Tc - 04f hop 

■ZC>6y*c><p = lOO -f^Kop 4" 

246-Tbi 4£46Tci. ='700Ofci-Tci
>> -frz 

%-z = (i’Thi. 4-^Tci -047^0 -ST.^ 

4t>o^o = T^hbp + ^VkjL* 4-^T- “FWb 

Ub\ 4- bOOThi =ic>o(t>06 -TY^V%-5 

^ = S’OO (.’"2,00 4 rhA -64lV\ud 

^ ^ %‘S ~ Ibbhc 

Preheat 
Region 

Mixing 
Region 

Boiling 
Region 

A density-change equation (to be discussed) 

4oo>y>b 
= F4hui 4 V£b3> Fs 

Riser 

4bb 4 Fdi 4 Fe Separator 

9 

fakbjL) ~ F^y^ Drum 

F^ - F* 
Region 

;T~^ 4A6/F* 
Downcomer 
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LINEARIZATION 

Study of the system equations and review of the results of 
(3) 

earlier work suggest that, at least for small disturbances, 

a linear model will give satisfactory solutions. The system 

equations are now linearized, and, anticipating analog 

computer solution, arranged for deviation from steady state. 

The technique for linearization is: 

1- replace variable v^ by (Vj^Q + £v^) where Q 

is the steady state value and 6v^ is the deviation 

from steady state. 

2- set second order terms, ( fv^K £v^) equal to zero. 

3- set time derivatives of steady state terms, v , 
i,0 

equal to zero. 
• • 

4- set 6(v^) equal to ( £v^) 

SUMMARY OF LINEARIZED SYSTEM EQUATIONS 

NOTE: Each variable symbol, such as F , h , etc., now 
X w 

represents the deviation of the variable from steady 

state. 

Tc.= —To. O*DO>4WO^, 

^ ~ S^To. "V”""•kloWop 

-V-& * j 

Ta = -ThX + -C>-bb4lfc^i 
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^.2. ^b"S"TVli. 4 T”ci — 1 

\vo ^-^sXp^k-fiF^^si^-H'iFf^ +b'bbze-(frrVu 

f=VF* 
V 
TY>JL = -V\b<S'Tyu. -D-DOUsn ^-s, 

= £^c>T^ - 

\v> = “C>4'7^rr)ul -\-C>-4c>\u&-H>-4bkF -FD-bbl ^-6-46^ 

A linearized density-change equation (to he discussed) 

hb=WF«i ■VD-T7^'}W +/3>f^ 

0= Fo» +-f% 

\^ = -v<s7 wu -v-'-s^ra -v-vnh^ -v^7 -vnKx 

rrk = Fa-fv. 

V* ~Vu Ot-Ti } T=H4 see. 

THE DENSITY-CHANGE EQUATION 

From the boiling region model v/e have; 

(iZ'j 

= f> fli -b 0 - ^ lys\ 

fp= P*/0+-^> 

0-s’) 
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Letting ju>= const . = 50 lb/ft^, and 0.0118hw - 4.27, 

we have, for step changes in quality, 

 -6-S9 
"to t / b I ft.rsnc/L 

/ 0>'fc>W£\ \ /'G)'C>n9'WL6-4,?“7 4-<5t>Sv7 + t * ^ £-t»ww-4*i 'jh uj 
Also 

P _ ^ 1: . ^^ - 'if y y jp^ yj 

P* = G-(£) Pb +■ 

f VtuO-Yuo 1 7. \1 _ ( bu£> -Vuo \v* 
Uv^-YwN*- V^-V,,,^n*o Hho-Wo^^1 
HhtfVu t>P" Vst>“V>xo 

Also 

A __ '£<?«' 'K 

t>K>S ^ 

CM) 

fr - [■ 
£4- 

(6-0 n 5 Ko~4'11 -V- SbSY ■T** 
«<?■> 

Equations 15,28 and 29 may now be combined to give the 

full, non-linear density-change equation, To obtain a linear 

version, the coefficients on the time derivatives of h ,h. , 
w* io* 

and hQ are replaced by their steady state values. Thus 

ft- 6-‘S^7Kui-t)-SffcKc6 -6-Dnsfife m\ 
• ¥ 

ffr* hbd 

Combining 15,28’, and 29’ we obtain the linearized 

density-change equation. 

lin^ = ZO-l£w -r£"?Kio -0-76,4-h\ ^ 
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SOLUTION OF THE LINEARIZED SYSTEM EQUATIONS 

System responses to 10$ steps in feed flow and steam flow 

were studied with an analog computer. As a standard for 

comparison, the system equations were reduced to those for 

the original boiler configuration, and responses to similar 

inputs recorded. Figure 10 shows the responses of the 

boiler model to 10$ step increases in steam and feed flows. 

Figure 11 showB the responses of the boiler/preheat model 

to similar inputs. 

Considering steam step responses, it is to be noted that the 

boiler/preheat response in essentially the same as that of 

the boiler, indicating that the modification has little 

effect upon steam rate dynamics. 

Considering feed step responses, however, a pronounced 

change in dynamics appears* The rise in drum level, in 

the case of the boiler, is due to influx of feed water 

and is momentarily put off by shrinkage of the fluid in 

the boiling region when cooler feed water emerges from 

the downcomer. Once this effect has passed, the level 

increases. In the case of the boiler/preheat model, however, 

injection of more feed immediately shrinks the boiling 

region fluid, immediately dropping the drum level. 

Eventually, the continued injection of fluid into the system 

raises the drum level. 
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN REPRESENTATION 

It is of interest to carry the comparison of the boiler and 

boiler/preheat models over to the frequency domain. The 

time responses may be converted to frequency responses via 
(7,8) 

impulse train techniques. Figures 12 and 13 show the 

transfer function (jw)/ £F (jw) for the boiler and boiler/ 
s 

preheat respectively. They are seen to be essentially the 

same, as is to be expected from the similarity of the time 

domain responses. 

Figures 14 and 15 show the transfer function (jwJ/S'F^.(Jw) 

for the boiler and boiler/preheat respectively. It is to 

be noted that the large, abrupt negative phase shift that 

characterizes the boiler response is much smoother for the 

modified boiler. 

DISCUSSION 

A comparison of solutions to the system equations for the 

original and modified boilers suggests some encouraging 

results. First, the modification causes no essential change 

in steam rate dynamics. This result may be anticipated on 

the basis that the responses to steam flow changes should be 

independent of the location of the feed flow input. However, 

the responses are not identical due to the difference in 

steady state downcomer flow rate required by the modification. 
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Second, the response to feed flow of the modified boiler 

is in a direction such that water level s\*ell may be 

counteracted to a certain extent by injection of cold 

feed into the boiler. 

With reference to the frequency domain characteristics, it 

may be seen that the original boiler displays a large, 

abrupt negative phase shift in its response to feed changes. 

As reported by Estrada and Leeds, it is this phase shift 

that causes the greatest difficulty in stabilizing level 

controls. In the case of the modified boiler, however, 

both the amount and abruptness of this phase lag are reduced, 

implying less difficulty in stabilization. But a de¬ 

stabilizing effect is also to be noticed in that the 

negative phase shift is more pronounced at lower frequencies, 

and with higher magnitudes, in the modified boiler case 

than in the boiler case. The net effect of these two 

opposing factors cannot be specified without a transfer 

function giving the water level instead of mass. 

In the light of the above results, it is of interest to 

discuss an important qualification of the mathematical 

model. Estrada and Leeds have shown that for the original 

boiler the results are very sensitive to two parameters: 

downcomer time delay and riser flow rate, quantities which 

are difficult to predict. A favorable aspect of the modifi¬ 

cation is the removal of system response from dependence 
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on the downcomer time delay. Whereas in the original "boiler 

the boiling region "sees" a water temperature change after 

a time equal to the downcomer delay time, this change is 

seen almost immediately in the modified boiler. Thus the 

prime imponderable is the riser flow rate. 

We may indicate qualitatively how different values assumed 

for the riser rate affect the level response to feed flow 

changes. For the original boiler a reduction in riser rate 

below Borne standard value alters the response as shown in 

figure 16. The reduction in riser rate reduces the downcomer 

rate: thus the change in feedwater temperature reaches the 

boiling region at a later time. For the modified boiler the 

reduction in riser rate again reduces the downcomer rate, 

enhancing the influence of the change in water temperature 

reaching the boiling region. See figure 17. Thus knowledge 

of the riser rate is very important to the success of the 

model in predicting transient responses. 

CONCLUSION 

Within the limitations of the mathematical model, relocation 

of the feed water injection point so that cold water is pre¬ 

heated in the boiler produces no degradation of dynamics. 
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state riser rate on model per¬ 
formance, BOILER 
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